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Abstract 
A textile label is usually attached to clothing to state its size, manufacturing location, 
wash care instructions, and etc. The label contains words and picture woven with 
color yams. The aim of this research is to develop an "Expert Label Pattern Design 
System" to automate the design process of the label pattern, and to build Virtual 3D 
Label model to simulate the formation of the label line by line before production. 
In the traditional design process of the woven label, the designer needs to create a 
new pattern file for each new label to be produced. The "Expert Label Pattern Design 
System" can automate this tedious process. The expert system is a frame-based 
expert system implemented using Visual C++ in the Windows® environment. The 
system has been developed and tested by the industrial sponsor, SML Group Limited, 
on the shop floor. The system has been proven to work well and the label pattern files 
modified by the system are used for production now. 
In the manufacturing process of these labels, distortions of the pictures and words in 
the labels often occur due mainly to the deformation of warp threads. As a result, it is 
difficult to weave the label exactly the same as designed. In this research, the label 
weaving process is investigated. A non-linear spring model of a micro-weaving cell 
is built for analyzing the deformations of both warp threads and weft threads during 
i 
the manufacturing process. Accordingly, a set of equations is established to describe 
the formation of the woven label. With these equations, a virtual 3D label can be 
generated using VMRL based on the tension force applied in the loom and the label 
design pattern. A software system, VLabel, is developed. A number of simulation 
results are presented to show the model and the software system are effective and can 
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A textile label is a necessary part of a garment. It is required by law to attach to the 
clothes to state the fabric contents and wash care instructions in the United States and 
in some other countries. In the United States, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
first issued the Care Labeling Rule in 1972 [1-3]. The rule requires clothing 
manufacturers and importers to provide care instructions for all the garments sold in 
the United States. Started from July 1, 1997, FTC has allowed garment 
manufacturers to use care symbols [4] instead of the written instruction in the care 
label. These symbols allow consumers to know how to wash, bleach, dry, iron and 
dry-clean their clothes safely to keep them in good conditions. According to the rule, 
the care labels must also provide information including the fabric contents, country 
of origin, care instructions and the Registered Identification Number (RN number) of 
the garment manufacturer. 
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Figure 1.1 Examples of Textile Label 
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For most clothes, especially those from the famous brand, labels also provide the 
primary way for brand identification. Labels with brand names and logos are often 
found at the neck back of a shirt or coat, or at the inside back of the waist on pants, 
dresses and skirts. In some other products, such as shoes, bags, blankets, and towel, 
etc, labels are also used for the same purposes. Two examples of textile label are 
shown in Figure 1.1. 
There are two types of textile labels. The first one is the printed label on which the 
words or pictures are printed on a piece of fabric. Figure 1.1(b) shows an example of 
printed label. Printed labels are generally inexpensive and their manufacturing 
processes are simple and fast. Woven tapes are fed into the label printer and the 
words and pictures will be printed onto the tape. The label printers often consist of 
cutters to cut out the labels one by one and fold them if required. By this 
manufacturing process, very small words and logo artworks can be shown in the 
label accurately, so the size and shape of words / pictures can be easily controlled. 
For some label printers, they can even print out full-color photographic image onto 
the label. However, the colors of printed labels fade easily in washing, so they are in 
disfavor by the customers. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2 Label Machinery: (a) Label Weaving Loom, and 
(b) Label Cutting and Folding Machine 
The other one is the woven label (jacquard label) [5] on which the words and pictures 
are woven onto the fabric with colored yams. The label shown in Figure 1.1(a) is a 
woven label. For the woven labels, they are produced on the label weaving loom, and 
come out as a ribbon-like form. They are then cut and sealed by the laser, thermal or 
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ultrasonic cutting machine to prevent fraying. Finally, they are folded if required and 
sent to packaging. Figure 1.2 shows an example of the label weaving loom and label 
cut and fold machine, which are manufactured by the Century Way Enterprise Ltd.[6]. 
As woven label are more durable then printed label after many times of washing, and 
the vivid and stereo color words and pictures in the label add value to the garment, 
they are adopted widely by garment companies. This research will focus on the 
woven label which is more preferred in the industry. 
1.1 Woven Label 
Most of the woven labels are made of 100% polyester, as polyester does not shrink in 
washing. Others are made of cotton or cotton blended yams. Woven Labels, like 
woven fabrics, are formed by interlacing two sets of yams: warp and weft yams. 
Warp yams are lying in the lengthwise direction of the fabric, while weft yams are 
lying perpendicular to the warp yams. 
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Figure 1.3 Examples of Woven Label with Different Weave Patterns 
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Although the size of label is small, its weaving structures could be much more 
complicated then the ones in cloth fabric [7]. The three basic weave of woven fabrics 
are: plain weave, twill weave and satin weave. Different kinds of weave pattern can 
be generated by variation of these three basic weaves. For the woven labels, various 
kinds of weaving structures are used on them to make the words and pictures. For 
example, the ground pattern of the label may be a plain weave like Figure 1.3(a) or 
satin weave like Figure 1.3(b), the inside sections of the logo may be a double-weft 
weave like Figure 1.3(c), and sometimes double layers may also be adopted. Because 
of the complicated structure of the woven label, their mechanical properties are 
different from woven fabrics. In this research, the deformation of woven label during 
the manufacturing process is investigated. 
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Figure 1.4 Five Basic Label Cut and Fold T^pe: (a) Straight cut, (b) Center fold, 
(c) End fold, (d) Mitre fold, and (e) die cut [8] 
In designing the labels, the designers need to consider the finishing method of the 
labels when laying out the texts and pictures onto the labels. Woven labels can be 
finished by many cut and fold types, based on how they will be attached onto the 
garment [8]. The five basic cut and fold type of label are shown in Figure 1.4: 
(a) Straight cut (Fuse cut): The label is cut straight at all the 4 sides with no fold. 
It is typically sewn onto the clothes at all the 4 sides, and is suitable for outside 
patch of a garment or bag. 
(b) Center fold: The label is folded in half, and both cutting edges are sewn 
together onto the garment. It provides 2-side space for logo and text, and is 
usually used as content and care label. 
(c) End fold-. The left and right sides of the label is tucked under the body of the 
label. It is sewn onto the garment at the fold, and usually found at the neck of 
high-end garment. 
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(d) Mitre fold.. Both sides of the label are folded up at a 45�ang le , and sewn onto 
the garment. It provides a loop for hanging the clothes, and is usually used at 
the neckline of tops, such as shirts. 
(e) Die cut: Die cutting can create labels with any unique shape. They can be done 
by die charge or laser work. In some company, they are still cut by hands. 
For straight cut, end fold, mitre fold and die cut, they all have only one side to lay out 
the texts and logos. If the texts or logos of the label are changed, it will lead to a few 
changes on the size and layout of the label pattern. However, for the center-fold 
labels, change of texts at one side may lead to a larger change in the label pattern. 
Since they have two sides for showing the texts and logos, size change in one side 
will cause size change in the other side to keep the two sides symmetric. And, it will 
further affect the layout of text and logos on the other side. 
These changes in the label pattern require specific calculations and expert knowledge 
to work out. The specifications of label, such as line density, seam allowances, label 
width and length, fold type and etc., need to be considered when making changes in 
the label. In this research, an expert system is developed to automate this label 
pattern design process. 
1.2 Literature Review 
The mechanical properties of textile fabric are different from others engineering 
structures, and are characterized by the properties of yams and the internal structure 
of the fabrics. A lot of investigations and studies have been carried out about fabric 
mechanics and simulations. The first geometric model of woven fabric structure is 
developed by Peirce [9] in 1937. In Peirce's model, the yams are of circular cross-
section, and assumed to be perfectly flexible, incompressible and inextensible. The 
yam path is formed from circular arc and straight line. 
Peirce's model is often used as a base model for fabric modeling and analysis by 
many later researchers. Leaf et al. [9-13] used this model to derive equations relating 
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the mechanical properties (extension, bending and shear) and the geometrical 
parameters of the fabrics. To represent the model more closely to the real fabric, 
many researchers have derived new models from the Peirce's model. Kemp [14] 
considered the deformation of the yams in the new model, and the yams are 
compressed into ellipse shape. Kawabata et al. [15] had developed a model that using 
a different representation for the fabric structure. In Kawabata's model, the warp and 
weft yam paths are represented by straight lines bended at a point. 
The energy minimization method was introduced by Hearle and Shanahan [16] and 
de Jong and Postle [17] to solve textile mechanical problem, and has been widely 
used for textiles. It states that the yams of a relaxed fabric are assembled so that the 
system has a minimum total energy. Lomov et al. [18-21] have developed a software, 
WiseTex, to model virtual textile, including fabrics, reinforcements and laminates). 
The model they developed is based on the energy minimization method to calculate 
the geometry of the textile structure in the relaxed and deformed state. Boong et al. 
[22] applied the principle of minimum energy to the modified Peirce's model to 
predict the fabric thickness and tensile properties. Jiang et al. [23-25] described the 
yam path by Spline curve based on the minimal energy principle, and developed a 
software for the 3D visualization of woven fabric. 
In this decade, finite element method (FEM) has been used as a new approach for 
modeling of woven fabric. It is very powerful in simulating the mechanical 
properties of the fabrics. Tarfaoui et al. [26] applied FEM to model the mechanical 
behaviour of plain weave under uniaxial and biaxial tensile stress. Provatidis et al. 
[27-28] also use ALGOR to study the contact mechanics, which dominate the 
mechanical behaviour of the fabrics. 
All the mentioned studies and research above are about the mechanics and simulation 
of woven fabrics, there has been no viable method to predict the deformation of the 
woven label and simulate the woven label. This research developed a new computer 
model for predicting the deformation of woven label during the manufacturing 
process. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Research 
In manufacturing a jacquard label, the pattern of the label, including the dimensions 
and layout of the words and pictures is first designed on paper. The designer in the 
label manufacturing company will then create a computer pattern file for the label 
with the weave design. Finally, the file is sent to a jacquard mill for manufacturing. 
In the traditional design process, some label design software, such as Arab Weave [29] 
and VIACAD Woven Label Design System [30], are used to create the label pattern 
file. For each new label to be produced, the designer must create a new computer 
pattern file no matter how small the variation (e.g., the size changes from 6 to 7, or 
the manufacturing place changes from China to Hong Kong). Often, they need to 
redraw all the words, lines, and pictures, and add the weave properties into a new 
pattern file. For an expert designer, the time for making a new label pattern is about 
0.5 to 2 hours depending on the complexity of the pattern. Therefore, the research is 
to develop the "Expert Label Pattern Design System" aiming at automating the 
pattern design process, and thus minimizing the redundant work in this tedious 
design process, and reducing the pattern designing time. The expert system is 
implemented using frame based expert system [24-26] to automatically decide how 
the label will be changed with the modified text content. 
Moreover, in the process of manufacturing these labels, distortions of the pictures 
and words in the label often occur, causing various problems. It is found that the 
deformation is due mainly to the deformation of the warp threads. During the 
weaving process, the warp threads are stretched on the frame of the jacquard loom by 
tension force. After the label is taken down from the loom, the warp threads are 
relaxed and go to its equilibrium state. Therefore, this research is to develop 3D 
virtual model for woven label based on the pattern design, so that designers can 
check if there is any problem in the designed pattern before production. 
In this research, the geometric model of label is first built based on the Pierce's 
model. By scanning the pattern file of the label, the 3-D geometric model can be 
automatically generated in VRML format. After that, the label weaving process of 
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the label in the loom is investigated. A new model of a micro-weaving cell is built for 
analyzing the deformations of both warp threads and weft threads in the weaving 
process and after the relaxation from the machine. Virtual 3D models of label can 
then be generated based on this model. 
To implement the "Expert Label Pattern Design System" and the Virtual Label 
Simulation, the system developed for this research also includes the Template Editor, 
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Figure 1.5 Structure of the System 
The template editor is used to generate a pattern file template for label. The template 
file stores the text contents and pictures on the label, and the specifications of label 
assigned by the designer. The content editor allow user to edit the text contents inside 
the label. Then when the template and the modified text content from the content 
editor are inputted into the expert system, the system will automatically generate a 
modified bitmap labels and a new pattern file for production. Through the virtual 
label simulation, user can see the 3-D virtual representation of the label before the 
production begins. The user can check whether there is any problem in the design 
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without producing label. Finally, the database is used to store the template files for 
further uses. 
This thesis presents the detail of this system, focusing on the "Expert Label Pattern 
Design System" and the Virtual Label Simulation. The rest of the thesis is organized 
as follows: Chapter 2 presents the structure of the expert system, and how it is being 
implemented using frame-based expert system. The VLabel software developed for 
this system is introduced together with some testing results. Chapter 3 presents the 
3D geometric model of woven label based on Pierce's model, and a new model of 
woven cell to simulate the deformation of label during the manufacturing process. 
Some simulation results are shown with the 3D models of labels built in VRML 
format. Finally, Section 4 contains conclusions and future work. 
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Chapter 2. 
Expert Label Pattern Design System 
2.1 Frame-Based Expert System 
Expert system is an intelligent computer system that uses knowledge and inference 
procedures to solve problems that require human expertise for their solution [31]. 
Frame-based Expert System [32-34] was developed by Marvin Minsky in 1975, in 
which a frame is used as a knowledge representation. A frame is a data structure with 
typical knowledge about a particular object or concept. Each frame consists of its 
own name, a set of attributes and their corresponding values. Frames provide a 
natural way for the structured and concise representation of knowledge. Figure 2.1 
shows the structure of a label frame. 
Class of • Class ； Label 
Frame / • Label ID: ONWBL-1 一 
X / No. of side: I 2 \ 
/ Max. Width; 29mm 
Name of Min. Width: 29mm 
Frame Max. Length: 150mm 
Min. Length: 100mm 
Left Margin: 1.75mm 
< Right Margin; 1.75mm > 
Max. Top Seam Allowance; 6mm 
Min. Top Seam Allowance: 6mm Values of 
Attributes 丨 丨 Attributes 
\J ' \) 
Figure 2.1 Structure of a Label Frame 
For a label, it can be divided into sides. Each side of the label can be divided into 
boxes of texts or pictures, and each box of text can be further divided into a few text 
lines. Each label, side, box and text line has its own features as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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With the implementation of the Frame-based Expert System, each label, each side, 
each box and each text line is considered as a frame. FrameLabel, FrameSide, 
FrameBox, and FrameText are defined as classes for each frame. Each frame consists 
of its own attributes storing the features like the label frame as shown in Figure 2.1. 
Label features j ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • 
• dimensions, I ！ Side features 
• weft and warp [ [ S M L ] • • dimensions, 
density， , [ • position of side, 
• left and right I • • margins, 
margins, J [―TZZZ^——H • 1 •mode of adding 
• top and bottom [ 1100% COTTON I I > leng^ ’ 
seam allowance, / • IM^MInI [ •no. of field 
• symmetry \ J ‘ [ C H I T ^ I • … … 
(no. of side) \ • 
Middle line ^：::: 二：二 ：：：：：丄 
• Box features 
I • field number 
I I MACHINE WASH | , 1 • position of field 
！ • • distance from the 
I [ last & next field 
--P.- • ；foNiiSi] I V … 她 
, I r— — ——- -1 I - text alignment 
[ 1 秘 fe-res 1 t 「 ’ A M ^ ^ ^ i i M L 1 f - font type 
j ！ i DIRECT^SUNLIGHT」• - font spacing 
• position of line • ！ - line spacing 
, I • - no. of characters 
• text color ’ I , 
I J in each line 
• text content , _ no. of line 
• _ J • graphic 
Figure 2.2 The Features of a Label 
Here shows the class definition of FrameLabel. 





//attributes in the "Label“ Frame 
CString name； 
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Position position； //Dimension of the label 
float WeftDensity[3] [10]； //Weft Density 
float WarpDensity； //Warp Density 
Range LeftMargin； //Length of left margin 
Range RightMargin； //Length of right margin 
Range TopSeam； //Top seam allowance 
Range BottomSeam； //Bottom seam allowance 
int SideNo； //Number of side 
CString edge； //Edge type 
} ; 
Class: FrameLabel 
Label ID: ONWBL-1 
No. of s i d e : [ 2 
Max. Width: 29mm 
I ‘ ^ — — I 
Class: FrameSide Class: FrameSide 
Side ID: sidel Side ID: side2 
No. of b o x : [ 2 No. of b o x : f l 
Class: FrameBox Class: FrameBox Class: FrameBox 
Box ID: boxl_l Box ID: boxl_2 Box ID: box2_l 
No. of T e x t : | ~ 2 No. of T e x t : p No. of T e x t : p 
Class: FrameText Class: FrameText 
Text ID: text l_l_l Text ID: textl_l_2 
No. of Char.: 14 No. of Char.: 12 
Figure 2.3 Frames of a Label 
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A class Container is also defined as the super class of Frame Lab el. Frame Side, 
FrameBox，to include the common attributes of the three classes. Since there are 2 
types of boxes, text box and graphic box, the classes Textbox and Graphic are 
defined and contained in the FrameBox class. Some minor classes such as Position, 
Point, and Range, are also defined. The detailed class definitions of the expert system 
are included in Appendix 1. 
In the Frame-based Expert System, each frame in a label is linked together as shown 
in Figure 2.3. Side frame is contained in the Label frame, Box frame is contained in 
the Side frame, and Text frame is contained in the Box frame. 
2.2 How the System Modify the Label 
The changes in the label are mainly due to the changes of text content in the label. 
When there is change in text contents in a text frame and the text line is too long to 
be placed inside the text frame, there are 3 possible solutions: 
(1) Decrease the font width or character spacing, 
(2) Wrap the extra words into the next line, and increase box height, or 
(3) Increase the box width 
Figure 2.4 shows an example. Consider that the texts in the text frame “textl—1_1，’ 
are now changed and the text line is too long to be placed inside the text area. First, 
the system will try to find a solution in the text frame (solution 1) as it would lead to 
less changes in the label. Since the font width is specified as 3 lines, it is not 
possible to decrease the font width. However, the character spacing is not specified, 
so the system will try to reduce the spacing in order to pack the text line in the text 
area. 
If reducing character spacing cannot solve the problem, the system will try with 
solution 2 and 3 in the box frame. In the box frame, it can be calculated that the 
width of box = 125 - 25 = 100 pixel, which is equal to the maximum width of the 
box. Therefore, solution 3 is eliminated. 
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Class： Label For this label, the maximum height of the box 
Label ID： ONWBL-l "boxl 1" is not mentioned, so the system can 
No. of side: 2 - 』 
Max. Width： 29mm apply solution 2 and wrap the text into a new 
^ line. When a new line is added, the height of box 
Class. Side is increased by 5 lines of text and 2 line spacing 
Superclass： Label (7 lines). The new height of box will be 37 pixels. 
已ide ID. sidel__ The system will then check the side frame. 
Y top position 0 J 
Y bottom 50 Because of change of height of box, height of 
Top margin 8 side will be changed to 37+8+8=53. For 
Bottom margin 8 
No of Box i symmetric label, increase in one side will result 
—— in the change of the other side, and the mode of 
^ adding length is specified in the side properties. 
？ass. Box All these changes will be done in the 
Superclass: Side 
Box ID:boxl_l — "WHEN_CHANGED" method in the expert 
Max Width “ 1 0 0 ^ sys tem. 
X left position 25 
X right position 125 
Ytop position W “WHEN—CHANGED，，method is associated 
Y bottom 40 
Line spacing 2line with each attribute in the system to determine 
which solutions to be used, and how the changes 
^ will be done. This method is executed 
Class. Text 
— ^ immediately when the value of the attribute 
Superclass: Box 
Text ID： textl_l_l changes. For example, when the height of a box 
Font Height 5 lines jg c h a n g e d , the pos i t ion of the b o x and the he ight 
Font Width 3 lines 
of side may also be changed. The 
Figure 2.4 Example of Label “WHEN—CHANGED，’ method will determine 
Modification 
how the position of the box or the height of the 
side will be changed. The changes in each frame are controlled by its attribute values 
or its container frames' attribute values, and can be done by specific calculation 
according to the features of the label. 
Here is an example of the “WHEN—CHANGED” method of the box height: 
int WHEN_CHANGED_box_height(int newboxheight, int mode) 
{ 
//checking whether the changes allowed 
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i f (mode==0) 
{ 
/ / i f new height is smaller then the allowance height 
i f {newboxheight<=allowable_box_height) 
return 1； 
/ / i f new height is allowed when side height changes 
else i f (WHEN一CHANGED一side一height(newboxheight,0)) 
return 1； 
/ / i f the change is invalid 
else 
return 0 ; 
} 
//modify the label 
else i f {mode==l) 
{ 
/ / i f new height is smaller then the allowance height 
i f {newboxheight<=allowable box height) 
//modify the box position 
WHEN_CHANGE_box_po s i t i on (newboxheight , 1 ) ; 
/ / i f new height is allowed when side height changes 
else 
{ 






2.3 System Operation 
For making a new label, the user first manually choose a label bitmap file. When the 
bitmap file is inputted into the system, the values in the frame can be obtained by 
automatic scanning of the label, and the user can edited the values if he wanted. After 
this process, the properties file and text file are generated. The properties file stores 
all the features of the label, while the text file stores all the text in the label. 
When we modify the text in the label, a new text file will be generated. The expert 
system will modify the label according to the new texts (text file), the attributes in 
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the frames of the label (properties file) and the original label pattern (bitmap file). 
Then, it will automatically generate a new label frame with the new bitmap file. 
The new label frame and bitmap file can be further saved as a template file. The 
template file allows user to create a new label by changing the text of some 
previously used label frames. Time can be saved as there is no need to generate the 
label frame for every new label. The flow chart of the whole system is shown in 
Figure 2.5. 
1) Manually choose a i \ 
label bitmap. ‘ — — ^ ^ B丨tmap File 
T + 
，r 
2) Set or change the . N Properties File 
specification (store all the features in 
the frame) 
i + 
Change the text 1 ^ ^ Text File 
Expert System ，r 
4) New Label ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
，r 
_ _ 5) Save as template 
label 
Figure 2.5 Flow Chart of the Whole System 
2.4 Software Development - VLabel 
A software, namely "VLabel", is developed for the Expert Label Pattern Design 
System using Visual C++ in the Window® environment. A screenshot of the software 
interface is shown in Figure 2.6. This software enables the user to modify the content 
of labels designed in bitmap format. In addition to the classical window functions 
(open and display the image, zoom in or out, save, etc.), the software provides a set 
of tools for users to interact with the labels and make the text lines editable. 
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VLabel can also generate the template files for a label. The template label file 
consists of the label bitmap and its label frame (containing all of the label properties). 
The software can scan the label and retrieve its properties automatically; in actuality 
the designer only needs to edit the values of the attributes for the label, side and box 
frames in the dialogs, if necessary. After all the properties of the label are submitted 
to the system, the software will generate the template files automatically. 
By changing the text content in the content editor in the software, the expert system 
in the software will modify the bitmap labels according to the content input by the 
customer and the label properties stored in the label frames. 
File Edit View Image Expert System Help 
^ j ^ ^ s i M i M . MM U L d 敎丨ii丨‘资MillMlM J J 
l i L d H J I ' t j i-. 1 / U i y : BJ 
I : , � ， . ,备 , 麵 
:、:",,會讀 MADE,/丨N C H i N / V / | , 够 
- - I i '''' " , , 
“ , ,乂 ‘ _ ' ' “ , K y ' / \ ' ' ' / " V / I ,夕 
1 *jf4 p'",； 麗 • , /'/,。〜, 
) _ “ ,‘： 誦 ‘�y广 、广誇 
X： 56 y; 14 idx: 7 RGBA; (204, 204, 204； 0) Time (s); 0.000 BMP (150x176x8) NUM . 
Figure 2.6 Interface of VLabel Software 
2,4,1 Color Settings for the System 
In this Expert System, the detection and the modification of the text in the bitmap file 
are based on texture mapping: the original characters can be separated from the 
background and replaced by the new ones. The functions used to detect and change 
the content of the bitmap file are all based on the color of the text in contrast with the 
color of the background. As a consequence, it is necessary for the system to know the 
colors used for the editable text. 
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Once a label bitmap is opened in the software, it will be automatically scanned and 
the system will automatically get the color of the texts in the label. This function 
works well with most of the label, the system can get the correct text color for 99% 
of the label. Then the user can define the color of editable text through the "Color 
Setting" dialog shown in Figure 2.7 if not all the text in the label are editable. User 
can choose among the first 60 colors from the 256 color palette of that label. 
S et the colors of the editable texJ: 丨 
PH 0 广 _ 國 10 r™ 20 rnn 30 r— 4o r _ 50 ！ 
i^  H 1 厂 • 11 r ™ 21 厂 • • 31 rra 41 广 51 
n — 1 2 厂 m 12 厂 ― 2 2 厂 _ 32 ri—142 广 • 52 ： 
'9mm 3 r _ _ 13 23 厂匚 ] 3 3 4 3 r n ] 53 ; 厂O 4 厂 CZ3 14 厂[H] 24 厂 o 34 厂 ™ 44 厂 _ 54 
r I—I 5 厂 o 15 广 • 25 广 EZI 35 厂 _ 45 厂匚]55 PM 6 厂 • 16 FH 26 厂 • 36 厂 4 6 厂[ZD 56 
「 • 7 厂 • 17 厂 • 27 厂 • 37 厂 • • 47 厂 • 57 厂en 8厂匚]18厂en 28厂―38厂O 48厂匚Zl 58 rI~~19 厂E13 19 rcz] 29 rem 39 厂nzi 49 广 • 53 ： 
V 0K y Cancel 
Figure 2.7 The 'Color Setting' Dialog 
2,4.2 Generation of Label Template 
To create a frame for a label, the ‘VLabel，software provides some functions for the 
users to define and edit the attribute values for the label frame. The inputted attribute 
values will then be automatically written into the corresponding properties file and 
input file, and saved as a label template. 
First, this software allows user to define the box properties manually or automatically. 
For manual setting of the box properties’ user can select the box regions one by one 
and edit the properties of the box through the “Box Properties，，dialog (Figure 2.8). 
The software will scan the selected area and set the default values in the dialog. The 
editable text is detected when an editable text color is detected, therefore the 
software can find out the position of the texts and the position of the box. By 
considering the position of the box in the label, the software can find out the 
alignment of the text. By calculate the number of pixels between characters and text 
lines, the software can also find out the character spacing and line spacing. Moreover, 
the characters in the label can also be detected by comparing them with the 
characters in the font table. Therefore, users can get all the property values for the 
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box automatically. Also, the “Box Properties，，dialog allows them to set the box as 
textbox or graphic, and give some adjustment to the box properties. 
變 PIT 
i F = 
Box Properties 
Box Name; f 願 I W " " — ： Box Content; Text Content 
Box P TextLines 广 Gr .phk . ' ? J ? ? O T T O N 
r r — 10® NYLON 
泌 e 山 . 卜 i MADE IN CHINA 
‘ H o r i z o n t a l Alignment: 
r — ~ — ； ‘ Centered 
r r A l i ^ d L e f t 
X .丨 r Aligned Right 丨 ： 
Y Top: r ^ ! Reference: 
y I — Wmdo^^ 
Selection Area Number of f l 
Distance with Last Box 
M D — e - N e x t B o x Chax^ter Spacm.: [ 2 p « e b Font: fCHAR.TT 
10 UneSp— P-P-Is] & 二 L 丨 
V OK >< Cancel 
Figure 2.8 The "Box Properties” Dialog 
For automatically setting of the box properties, the software has the “Automatic Set 
Properties，，function. The label will be scanned pixel by pixel for the whole bitmap 
image. When the pixel of editable text color is detected, the position of the text line 
and the others property values of the text line will also be calculated out by the 
software. The software will then group the text lines with similar properties (same 
font, same color, same character spacing, and same alignment) into a same box. All 
the values of the detected box will be stored into the box frames. 
To modify the defined box frames, user can use the ^'View/Modify Box Properties” 
function. The "Box Properties" dialog will be opened with the attribute values of the 
chosen box. User can edit the values as they like and the edited values will be 
updated in the frame when they submit the dialog box. 
After defining of the box frames, user can define the label frame by running the 
expert system. The software provides the “Label Settings，，and “Side Properties，， 
dialog (Figure 2.9 & 2.10) for users to edit the attribute values for the label and side 
frame. The boxes defined before will be automatically set into different side frames 
of the label, according to their position in the label. Finally, the defined label frame 
can be saved as template for further modification. 
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Figure 2.9 The "Label Settings" Dialog 
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Figure 2.10 The “Side Properties" Dialog 
2 A3 Creating New Label from Label Template 
After the label frame is defined, user can edit the text content in the label using the 
“Edit Text” function. The “Edit Text” dialog shown in Figure 2.11 allow user to 
modify the text of the chosen box. The text in the label w i l l be change accordingly. I f 
the text line is too long to be placed into the label, the system wi l l automatically wrap 
the text into 2 lines and increase the label width. I f new text line is added, the system 
wi l l check whether the label have enough spaces for the newly added lines. I f not, the 
length of the label w i l l be increased. For 2-side labels, increase of length in one side 
wi l l lead to increase in length of the other side, so to keep the symmetry of the 2-side 
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of the label. These all changes are done by the "WHEN_CHANGED" method in the 
expert system. 
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Figure 2.11 The “Edit Text" Dialog 
Another method to modify the text content in the label is to read the modified input 
file into the software by the “Read Input File，，function. For the example in Figure 
2.12, the text line "MADE IN CHINA" is changed to “MADE IN HK" in the input 
file. After we run the “Read Input File” function, the software will scan the input file 
and find out the change in texts. The label will be modified according to the text in 
the modified input file. The line “MADE IN CHINA" is changed to "MADE IN HK" 
in this example. 
sml f h a i i g H P a q I ， 
8 7 3 3 4 8 File Ed* Format View Help Fte Edit Format View Help | 8 7 3 9 < ^ 8 
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Figure 2.12 Example of Using “Read Input File，，function 
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2.4.4 Other Editing Tools 
Besides functions related to the expert system, the VLabel software also provides 
some functions for the user to edit the label manually. The functions are: direct text 
edition, addition of new text, modification of label height and text position, and color 
edition, etc. 
Direct Text Edition 
With the "Direct Text Edition “ function, user can touch up the text line in the label 
pattern and edit the text content, font size, character spacing, alignment and text 
color of the text line as shown in Figure 2.13. The function can be done without 
setting the label frame. However, this function only works if there is enough space to 
place the modified text in the original text line. It will not consider wrapping the 
words into a new line, increasing the label height or any other changes to be done on 
the label. 
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I " “ l l Y 
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Figure 2.13 Direct Text Edition in the “Replace Text" Dialog 
Addition o f New Text 
To allow user to have full control of text content in the label, this software also have 
the “Add New Text” function. User can add a group of new text lines in the label 
with the specified properties (font size, character and line spacing, alignment and text 
color) and position. 
Modification of Label Heisht and Text Position 
The “Modify Height" function allow user to increase or decrease the height of label 
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manually. User can choose to resize the height of the label at the top, at the bottom or 
at a custom position. The "Modify Text Position “ function allow user to select a 
group of text line in the label, and move them up or down in the label. 
Color Edition 
Like other image editing software, VLabel also has the “Fill” and “Pencil” 
functions. With the "Fill" function, user can change the color of a region by pointing 
that region. With the "Pencil" function, user can change the color of a pixel in the 
label. User can use this function to draw some logos or lines in the label. 
2,4.5 Font and Edge Library 
Fonts are stored in Font Table in bitmap format in this system. Each font type has a 
font table inside the font library. The characters are placed in the table according to 
their ASCII code. An example of font table is shown in Figure 2.14 below. When the 
user inputs new text in a label, the software will read from the font table images, find 
the correct position of the respective characters and draw them in the label image. 
As a consequence, the system provides a total control of the fonts used to edit the 
text in the label: the user can add as many font types as he wants. Also, he can create 
his own fonts, whatever size or fancy they are. For example, a font table with the 
wash care symbols can be created for the ease of design. The only thing to do to 
create a new font is to create the same kind of font table as the one shown in Figure 
2.14, which can easily be done using basic image editing software like Microsoft 
Paint. 
liiliiii 
Figure 2.14 Example of font table in bmp format (CHAR_T7) 
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Figure 2.15 Different Labels with different edge patterns 
Edge pattern are repeated in both side of the label to increase the strength of the side 
of the label and to enhance the appearance of the label. Since the edge pattern may be 
different at the side of different label as shown in Figure 2.15, the edge library is 
used to store different edge patterns in the system. 
Every time when the height of the label changes, the edge pattern need to be 
regenerated at the two side again to prevent discontinuity of the edge pattern. The 
system will first get the edge ID from the label frame. Then, it will search the pattern 
out from the edge library and copy it to the two side of the label respectively. With 
the edge library, user can also use the software to change the edge pattern of the label 
easily. 
2.5 Application Examples of the VLabel software 
The Expert System have been completed and tested by our industrial sponsor, SML 
Label International Ltd., in the shop floor. By using the "VLabel" software, once the 
texts in the label are modified, the system can generate a new label with the modified 
texts, which can satisfy all the specification defined. The new label pattern generated 
by the system can then be used for production. Some results from the Expert System 
are shown below. 
Figure 2.16(a) is the original pattern of the label. It is a 2-sided symmetric label, and 
the red dotted line is the center line of the label. The density of this label is the same 
for both its upper and lower halves, so both sides have the same length of 2.15cm. In 
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Figure 2.16(b), the material contents, manufacturing place and 2 lines of the washing 
instruction are changed. The change causes an increase in the number of text lines on 
the upper side of the label, and increases the side height. Figure 2.16(b) shows that 
the label is automatically maintained its symmetry although the side lengths have 
been increased. The distance between the contents and the middle line are also kept 
constant, thus still staying within the specifications of the original pattern. Also, the 
word spacing for the line "MADE IN HONG KONG" is compacted a bit smaller 
then that of the other lines so as to pack the whole line in the label without a warping 
effect on the line. 
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Figure 2.16 Example of labels (a) Original Pattern 
(b) Modified Pattern Generated by the System 
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Figure 2.17 shows another example 2-sided symmetric label, but these labels have 
different weft density for the 2 sides. Figure 2.17(a) is the original pattern of a 
"GAP" label, and the blue dotted line shows the middle line of the label. Since the 
top side of the label have a larger weft density then its bottom side, the top part of the 
pattern file (the orange part) is much longer then its bottom part (the purple part). In 
Figure 2.17(b), 5 lines of wash care instructions are added at the bottom side; while 
in Figure 2.17(c), 2 lines of wash care instructions are deleted from the bottom side. 
The resulted labels, which are shown in Figure 2.17(b) and 2.17(c), are kept to be 
symmetric although their side length have been increased or decreased. The distance 
between the contents and the middle line are also kept constant, which still match 
with the specifications of the original pattern. 
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Figure 2.18 Example of wrapping text line 
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Figure 2.19 Example of Treatment to Manufacturing Place 
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If the modified text entered by the user is too long to be placed on the same line in 
the label, the system will either increase the width of the label or wrap the word(s) 
into a new line. For the example in Figure 2.18, the width of the label is specified 
and cannot be changed, so the words are automatically wrapped into new lines. For 
manufacturing place such as "HONG KONG", it will be consider as a single word 
when wrapping text occurs. As shown in Figure 2.19, even there is enough space to 
place "HONG" next to "MADE IN", but the system will consider "HONG KONG" 
as a single word and wrap the text after "MADE IN". 
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Figure 2.20 Different Spacing between Characters 
The Expert System also does special treatments to the character spacing (Figure 
2.20). For some straight-sided characters, such as 'N' and 'H', T and 'E', 'M' and 
'D' etc., the spacing between them is 1 pixel larger then the original character 
spacing; for other characters, such as T ' and 'A', 'L' and T ' , ‘A，and 'V' etc., the 
spacing between them is 1 pixel smaller then the original character spacing. These 
treatments are to make the final product looks better. 
All the mentioned adjustments and modifications could be automatically done within 
a few seconds when the user enters the new text content for the label. Using this 
expert system, the time for creating a new label pattern is about 3-lOminutes, which 
require a much shorter time then the 0.5-2 hours required in the traditional design 
process. Therefore, the system drastically reduces the cost of modifications to the 




Virtual Label Simulation 
As mentioned in the introduction, distortions of the pictures and words in the label 
often occur in the manufacturing processes. Figure 3.1 shows a typical example. 
Figure 3.1(b) is the designed pattern of the cartoon label shown in Figure 3.1(a). The 
label consists of some words and 2 cartoon characters inside an ellipse. It is obvious 
in Figure 3.1(a) that the picture in the label has been deformed, and the designed 
ellipse is distorted into an egg-shaped. 
禱 翻 _ .. . 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.1 Example Showing the Deformation of Words and Pictures in Woven Label 
(a) Designed Pattern for a Cartoon Label, and (b) The Corresponding Cartoon Label Product 
There are many reasons that may cause the distortions of the pictures or words in 
label, such as the residual deformation of the warp threads, the non-homogeneity of 
the micro-weaving structures, and the existence of frictional forces between the yams. 
Within all the complications, the major reason is the deformation of warp yams. The 
warp yams are stretched on the frame of the jacquard loom by tension force during 
the weaving process. After the label is taken down from the loom, the warp threads 
are relaxed and go to its equilibrium state. 
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Because of the deformations, it is difficult to weave the label exactly the same as the 
designed pattern. This is commonly known to label mill engineers. For example, a 
circle would be distorted into an ellipse or even egg-shaped as shown in Figure 3.1. It 
is because a "circle" picture on the stretched label in the weaving procedure will 
become an "oval" after the label is relaxed. 
Therefore, it is important to built model of label before production to ensure the 
deformation of yams will not affect the appearance of the label. In this chapter, we 
will first build 3-D geometry model for the labels. Then the deformation of label due 
to the tension and relaxation of the warp threads in the weaving process in this 
research is analyzed. Lastly, some simulations results are shown. 
3.1 Geometric Modeling of the Label 
3.1,1 Geometric Modeling of Fabric Structure 
Pierce [9] first developed the geometric model of a plain weave fabric in 1937. Many 
later researches on fabric modeling and analysis were based on Pierce's model. In 
this project, we will also base on the Pierce's model to build up the virtual label. 
To simplify the model, Pierce has made some assumptions for his model: 
(1) the yams are of circular cross-section; 
(2) the yams are perfectly flexible; and 
(3) the yams are incompressible and inextensible. 
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Figure 3.2 Pierce's Geometric Model [12] 
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Figure 3.2 shows the geometry model of a plain woven cell developed by Pierce. The 
2 circular sections are the cross section of 2 weft yams, while the section ABCD is 
the cross section of the warp yam. The yam path of the warp yam ABCD consists of 
a straight line BC, and 2 circular arcs AB and CD, and is of length l\. The equations 
for describing this model are defined as follows: 
D = (1) 




Pi =(/2-D<92)cos<92+Dsin<92 (4) 
P2 =(/i -D<9i)cos<9i +Dsin<9i (5) 
"1 = (/i - )sin + D(1 - c o s G � ) (6) 
"2 = [h -DO2 )sin + D(1 - cos e : ) (7) 
where index 1 and 2 are indicating warp and weft yams, D is the maximum distance 
between the warp and weft yam axis, d is the diameter of the yams, c is the yam 
crimp, I is the unit length of the yam in a repeated cell, p is distances between 2 
consecutive yams, 0 is the crimp angle in radian, and h is the maximum displacement 
of the yam axis form the plane of the fabric. 
Later, Pierce had introduced an approximant model after the presentation of above 
model. He deduced that the crimp angle 0] and 62 can be given by the following 
equations: 
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Also, he was able to show that the equation (6) and (7) can be approximated by: 
h, -1.33/72 Vq (9) 
Based on the model shown in Figure 3.2 and the equations (1) to (9), we can generate 
3D geometry model of a plain weave fabric using Virtual Reality Modeling 
Language (VRML) [36]. VRML is a standard language for representing interactive 
3D geometry and scenes in World Wide Web (WWW). It is a text format file with 
extension .wrl. It can be viewed in a web browser that installed with the VRML 
client plug-in, such as Cortona VRML Client [37], Cosmo Player [38] and Octaga 
Player [39]. 
In VRML, there are many geometry nodes for creating 3D objects, including Box, 
Cones, Cylinder, Sphere, ElevationGrid, Extrusion, IndexedFaceSet, IndexedLineSet, 
PointSet and Text. Among these geometry nodes, Extrusion is used to create yam 
model in this project, as it can create extrusion objects by sweeping any 2D cross 
section along a 3D spine curve. Also, the cross section can be scaled or rotated at 
each spine point to vary the shape of the cross section. The definition of the 
Extrusion node is shown below: 
Extrusion { 
SFBool beginCap TRUE 
SFBool endCap TRUE 
SFBool ccw TRUE 
SFBool convex TRUE 
SFFloat creaseAngle 0 
MFVec2f crossSection [1 1 , 1 -1, -1-1, -1 1, 1 1] 
MFRotation orientation 0 0 1 0 
MFVec2f scale 1 1 
SFBool solid TRUE 
MFVec3f spine [0 0 0, 0 1 0 ] 
} 
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The definitions of the fields are shown below: 
• The crossSection value is a set of points representing the 2D curve of the cross 
section while the spine value is a set of points representing the 3D spine curve to 
extrude the cross section. With the default crossSection value [1 1,1 -1，-1-1，-1 0, 
11] and the default spine value [0 0 0’ 0 1 0], a cube is formed by sweeping a 
square cross section along the straight line jointing the points (0, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 
0). 
• The orientation and scale fields specify the orientation and scale of the cross 
section at each spine point. 
• The beginCap and endCap fields specify whether to display the surface at the 
start and end of the extrude shape or not. 
• The ccw field defines the ordering of the cross-section points, and the direction 
of the normal. If ccw is TRUE, the points are oriented in counter-clockwise order 
and the normal can be determined by right-hand rule. 
• The convex field specifies whether the polygons inside the shape are convex. 
• The creaseAngle field determines how smooth the surface of the extruded shape 
is. 
• The solid field specifies if one or both sides of the shape are displayed. 
Using the Extrusion node, we can build 3D yam model by defining a spine curve for 
the yam path, and defining the cross section as a circle. An example is shown below. 
The following VRML codes can display a yam model with a straight yam path and a 
circular cross-section. Figure 3.3 shows the result of this model in a VRML browser. 
#VRML V 2 . 0 u t f 8 
B a c k g r o u n d { s k y C o l o r l . 〇 1 . 0 1 . 0 } 
S h a p e { 
a p p e a r a n c e A p p e a r a n c e { 
m a t e r i a l M a t e r i a l { 
d i f f u s e C o l o r 0 . 3 0 . 3 1 . 0 
} 
} 
g e o m e t r y E x t r u s i o n { 
c r e a s e A n g l e 1 . 5 7 
c r o s s S e c t i o n [ 
# Circle 
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0 . 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 . 0 9 2 - 0 . 0 3 8 , 
0 . 0 7 1 -0 . 071 , 0 . 0 3 8 - 0 . 0 9 2 , 
0 . 0 0 0 -0 . 100 , -0 .038 - 0 . 0 9 2 , 
-0 .071 -0 . 071 , -0 .092 - 0 . 0 3 8 , 
-0 .100 -0 . 000 , -0 .092 0 . 0 3 8 , 
-0 .071 0 . 0 7 1 , -0 .038 0 . 0 9 2 , 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 , 0 . 0 3 8 0 . 0 9 2 , 
0 . 0 7 1 0 . 0 7 1 , 0 . 0 92 0 . 0 3 8 , 
0 . 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
] 
spine [ 
# Straight Line 
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Figure 3.3 3D Straight Yarn Model displayed in the VRML browser 
With the above method to generate yams, we can generate the yam one by one to 
form the geometry model of a fabric. According to the Pierce model, the yam path 
can be calculated out with the given diameter and crimp of the warp and weft yams. 
Two plain weave fabric models generated based on the Pierce's model are shown 
below in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. In these two models, the weft and warp yams are 
having the same diameters, but the yams are having different degree of crimp. For 
the first model in Figure 3.4’ the warp yams (the blue ones) are having no crimp with 
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c]= 6]=0, so they appear as straight lines; the weft yams (the pale blue ones) are 
having crimp with C 2 = 0 . 7 0 and —, so they are bended and appear like sine 
curves. For the second model in Figure 3.5, both the warp and weft yams are having 
the same crimp value c]= C2=0.ll. Since the crimp value is smaller than that of the 
weft yam of the first model, the yams of this model are having less bending then the 
weft yams in the first model. 
(a) (b) 
(C) 
Figure 3.4 Geometric Model of Plain Weave Fabric with Ci=0, c2=0.70 and 0j =0，O2 ~n/2: 
(a) Top View, (b) Isometric View, and (c) Cross-sectional View 
_ _ 




Figure 3.5 Geometric Model of Plain Weave Fabric with C/= c2=0.17 and 0! and 02 =7i/4: 
(a) Top View, (b) Isometric View, and (c) Cross-sectional View 
A general geometric model for other weave structures can be further built based on 
the geometry model of plain weave structure. When a yam is passing through a 
floating and a sinking yam, the bending of the yam follows the crimp equations (2), 
(3) and (8). Also, the yam path between two adjacent yams is assumed to be a 
straight line, which is the shortest path between them. That means the path of warp 
yam between 2 adjacent weft yams are straight line that tangent to the circular cross 
section of the weft yams, and the path of weft yam between 2 adjacent warp yams 
are straight line that tangent to the circular cross section of the warp yams. 
A 2 up-3 down weave structure model with 2 floating and 3 sinking weft yams in one 
weave repeat is shown in Figure 3.6. Same as Figure 3.2, the ones with the circular 
cross-section are the weft yams and the other one is the warp yams. The subscript 
index 1 and 2 are indicating warp and weft yams. 
I f ^ S ^ ^ ^ S S o J � \-� ] \ 
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Figure 3.6 Geometric Model of a 2 Up-3 Down Weave Structure 
The geometry model can be expressed by the following equations (10)-(24). The 
maximum distance between the warp and weft yams axis D can be expressed as: 
D = (10) 
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where h is the maximum distance between the yam axis and the central plane of the 
fabric, and d is the yam diameter. 
For the crimped part of the yam, the length /, and the spacing pi can be expressed as: 
I. 




p , . 二 (/2, + 如 n " 2 ( 1 3 ) 
P i i = ( / i � Z ) " i ) c o s < 9 i + D s i n < 9 i ( 1 4 ) 
where c is the crimp value of the yam, 6 is the crimp angle, and the relationship 
between c and 6 has already been introduced in Equation (8). 
For the straight part of the yam, the spacing between the sinking warp and weft yams 
Ps in one weave repeat are: 
Pu = ( " 1 - l ) x � + � （ 1 5 ) 
P2s = ( ^ 2 — l ) x ( " 2 ( 1 6 ) 
And, the spacing between the spacing between the floating warp and weft yams pj in 
one weave repeat are: 
P , f ( 1 7 ) 
P . f = ( W 2 — ( 1 8 ) 
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where s is the spacing between two adjacent sinking yams or two adjacent floating 
yams, u is the number of sinking yams at the crossover point, and w is the number of 
floating yams at the crossover point. 
Lastly, the dimensions of a weave repeat unit can be given by: 
h, = ( / � , . - Z)"Jsin cos <9i) (19) 
h^ = -DO^ )sin + d ( 1 — cos ) (20) 
h ^ Pis +P2/ (21) 
h = Pis +V2X/2, + A / (22) 
Pi = P i s + ^ i X P u + P i f (23) 
P2 : Pis ^^i^Pii^Pif (24) 
where h is the distance between the yam axis and the central plane of the fabric, I is 
the length of yam in one weave repeat, p is the spacing of the yams in one weave 
repeat, and v is the number of crossover in one weave repeat. 
For this geometric model, there are seventeen equations (Equations 8 and 10-24) and 
twenty-nine variables. Twelve variables need to be known in order to solve for the 
equations and find out the unknowns variables. We can determine the values of w；, 
W2, ui, U2, vj and V2 through the weave pattern designed. For example, for a plain 
weave fabric, all six values w；, W2, ui, uz, vj and V2 are equal to 1; for a twill fabric, 
W7=2, ui=1 W2=1, U2=2, V]=2 and V2=2; and for the 2 up-3 down weave model 
shown in Figure 3.6, W]=3, u�=2, W2=2, U2=3, V]=2 and V2=2. Also, we can measure 
the values of the warp yam diameter dj, weft yam diameter d2, warp yam crimp cj, 
weft yam crimp C2, warp yam spacing sj and weft yam spacing S2. 
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With the above general geometric model, we can build the 3D model of different 
weave structure. Figure 3.7 and 3.8 show the geometric model of the 2 up-3 down 
weave structure and twill weave structure respectively. In these two models, the warp 
yarns are represented in blue, and the weft yams are represented in pale blue. Also, 
the warp and weft yams are having the same cross-section diameter, and the crimp 
values c/ and C2 are about 0.17. 
S H f e i i t l l 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7 3D Virtual Model of a 2 Up-3 Down Weave Structure 
(a) Top View, and (b) Isometric View 
f 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I S t ^ ' ^ s M k 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.8 3D Virtual Model of a Twill Weave Structure 
(a) Top View, and (b) Isometric View 
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3,1.2 Generation of the Geometric Model of the Label 
Using the general geometric model of weave structure discussed in the last section, 
we can build the 3-D geometric model of a label using VRML. A function is 
developed in the VLabel software to automatically scan the weave pattern bitmap file 
of the label, calculate the yam path of each yam, and generate the VRML file for the 
model. 
An example of weave pattern bitmap file is shown in Figure 3.9. This file consists of 
information about how the warp and weft yams are weaved together. Each vertical 
line of pixels represents a warp yam, while each horizontal line of pixels represents a 
weft yam. Also, the colors in this bitmap are not representing the real color of yams 
in the label. Different colors are representing different weave structure used. The 
black pixels means that the weft yam is weaving under the warp yams and the 
colored pixels means that the weft yam is weaving above the warp yams. Moreover, 
some others information, such as yam diameters, yam densities, can also be found in 
form of binary data at the end of bitmap file. 
r J r j 1 I I ^^  Q r t 5 jyj*, jy^  Y* Y* y y '^j C • Y T 1 ] 3 pB I I Q I�！ 
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Figure 3.9 Weave Pattern Bitmap of the "EVE" Label 
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Figure 3.10 Software Interface for Generating the Virtual Label 
The user interface for the Virtual Label function is shown in Figure 3.10. User can 
open a weave pattern file from his computer, and choose the real yam colors for 
different parts of the label. Then the VRML file will be automatically generated. An 
Example is shown using the weave pattern of the "EVE" label shown in Figure 3.9. 
The background color of the label is chosen as white and the text color is chosen as 
black in the user interface. Then, the system will automatically generate the VRML 
file, and the 3-D virtual model of this "EVE" label can be displayed in a VRML 
browser as shown in Figure 3.11 and 3.12. 
This 3-D model is a geometry model of the label generated without considering the 
forces between the yams (The deformation of yams during the manufacturing 
process will be discussed in the next section). This label model is built by generating 
and combining the model of yam one by one. Each yam model is generated by 
sweeping a circular cross-section along a spine curve like the virtual models 
discussed in last section (Section 3.1.1). And, the yam path of each yam is calculated 
by solving the Equations (8), and (10)-(24). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.13 Zoom-in View of the letter "E" in the "EVE" Label 
(a) Weave Pattern File, and (b) Virtual Label 
In the VRML browser, some tools are provided for the user to move, rotate or zoom 
in the virtual label. These allow users to check the details of the model and see how 
the yams are woven together. The zoom-in view of the letter "E" in the virtual 
"EVE" label is shown in Figure 3.13(b). We can see that each weft and warp yam of 
the virtual label are woven up and down exactly the same as the weave pattern shown 
in Figure 3.13(a). For example, consider the vertical lines pointed by the blue arrows 
in both of the weave pattern and virtual label, they both weave up for 7 horizontal 
yams, weave down for 11 horizontal yams, and then weave up for 7 horizontal yams. 
11闘 l__l l麗圖 
I B ill I flII 匪 _ 纖 _ 
Figure 3.14 Weave Pattern File of the "BALENO" label 
Another example of the "BALENO" label is shown below. Figure 3.14 shows the 
weave pattern file of the "BALENO" label, in which the background weave structure 
is more complicated than the "EVE" label. Using this pattern file, the virtual 
"BELENO" label shown in Figure 3.15 can be generated by the program. Compare 
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the top view of the virtual label (Figure 3.16 b) with the photo of the real label shown 
Figure 3.16 (a), it can be seen that the shape of letters in the virtual label is quite 
similar to the ones in the real label. 
描 案 的 编 輯 ( E ) 梭 視 0 0 我的最爱 ( A ) 工具 ( T ) 説明 ( H ) 
,, ；^ ； , im 我的綠P ‘ / ‘ ‘ 翁 巧 
V 
E 糖 . 辟 . 
_//V / / / / / I " M'/F^Y^/众”/^/ZY/// _ ^ ""《^J^Y^ Y/F/赞/縱二/ */ „ ‘ • 里 | g 
充成 ： . 
Figure 3.15 Virtual “BALENO，，Label 
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(a) 
_ 識 纖 着 掘 痛 • 藥 華 
(b) 
Figure 3.16 Top View of the "BALENO" label 
(a) Photo of the Real Label, and (b) Virtual Label 
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^^igure 3.17 Zoom-In View of the Virtual “BALENO，，Label 
Figure 3.18 Back View of the Virtual "BALENO" Label 
To check the detail of this label, we can zoom in or rotate the label in 
F igure 3.17 shows two zoom-in view of the label, and Figure 3.18 can e 
back v iew of the label. 
W i t h this Virtual Label module, label designer can visualize how the k 
before production. However, the deformations of yams are not com 
model generated by this module, so the virtual label may look different 
3.2 Deformation of the Label under the Deformation of 
Warp Yarns 
3.2,1 Model of a Woven Cell 
The weaving structures of woven labels are very complicated. There are hundreds 
kinds of weaving structures used on woven labels. Of all weaving structures, the 
plain weaving structure is a basic one. A microscope view of the weaving structure of 
a label is shown in Figure 3.19. 
Figure 3.19 Micro-weaving structures of a label 
In Figure 3.19, the vertical white threads are warp yams, and the horizontal green 
and yellow threads are weft/filling yams. The main part of this photo are composed 
of plain weaving structures, apart from the top-left part and the bottom- right part 
which are other types of weaving structures. The horizontal white thread section 
(arrow pointed) is used together with the adjacent green thread section to match the 
color of picture in label pattern following the tricolor principle. 
Obvious deformations of threads can be seen in the label. The threads are bended and 
the circular cross sections of threads become elliptic. To investigate how the yams 
are deformation, we have built a mechanical model for a plain woven cell to analysis 
the deformation of label due to the tension and relaxation of the warp threads during 
the manufacturing process. 
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^^ Side view or label fabric 
Figure 3.20 Schematic Diagram of the Weaving Process of Woven Label Fabric 
A schematic diagram of the weaving process of Jabei is drawn in Figure 3.20. Ti 
section CD is the woven JabeJ fabric which is rolling up onto the roller E. The sectio 
ABC is the warp yams that drawn up by jacquard machine in order to allow the wef 
yam go through between the warp yams. The woven iabei fabric (CD) and the warp 
yams (ABC and AC) are stretched on the frame of loom by tension force. The 
tension force acting on one warp thread is denoted by P. The static value of P can be 
measured by Tension Instrument and the value generally lies between 30g and 90g. 
Because of the tension force, the threads in label undergo large deformation in 
weaving process. 
QSe：' 
Pierce's Model Micro-Weaving Cell OjO� 
The side view of the label fabric is shown in Figure 3.20. We will consider the micro-
weaving cell O1O2 of the label fabric for the following analysis. This micro-weaving 
cell is a little bit different from the woven cell in the Pierce's model, as different 
section of the fabric is chosen as the woven cell. In Figure 3.21, it can be seen that 
the blue section is the woven cell for the Pierce's model and the red section is the 
micro-weaving cell O1O2. 
Like other engineering structures, the loading and unloading models of warp yam in 
its longitudinal direction can be expressed as follows [40]: 
(25) 
F AL 
- = ) (26) 
A ) H 
where, F, Ao, Lo and AL are the load, area of cross section of warp yam, length of 
yam, and the change of length of yam, respectively; and El and Eul are the loading 
and unloading curve functions. The value El and Eul can be found by doing the 
tensile test of the yams. Figure 3.22 shows the typical stress-strain curve of the 
polyester Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), Nylon 6,6 and wool yams. 
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Figure 3.22 Typical Stress-Strain Curves of Different Yarns [43-44]: 
(a) Polyester (PET) yarns, (b) Nylon 6,6 yarns, and (c) Wool yarns 
The radial deformation of the weft/filling yams under compressive loading [47-48] 
can be approximately expressed as: 
r, 丨 q (27) 
r . = Ke 乂 ' (28) 
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where the subscripts f and w denote the weft/filling yam and the warp yam 
respectively, R and r are the original and deformed radii of yams, q is the load acting 
cL c乙 
on unit length of yam, and ^ and ^ are the constants related to the material of the 
yams. 
The compressive unloading model of the weft/filling yams in radial direction can 
also be approximately expressed as below: 
_ UL 
厂,二 r y c f “ (29) 
= 乂 � (30) 
c 见 严 
where r is the radii of yams after unloading, ^ and ^ are the constants related to 
the material of the yams. 
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Figure 3.23 A typical micro-weaving cell O1O2 and its mechanical model: 
(a) A Stretched micro-weaving cell O1O2, (b) Stretched model on loom, and (c) Relaxed model 
To facilitate the analysis, we developed a model of woven cell as shown in Figure 
3.23. Figure 3.23(a) shows a typical micro-weaving cell O1O2 in a stretched label 
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fabric. The shade cross-section represents the weft yam and the other one represents 
the warp yam. Since the cell OjChis under a tension force, so the width of the cross-
section of the weft yam is increased. That causes the cross-section of the weft yams 
change to an ellipse. In Figure 3.23(b) and Figure 3.23(c), 3 non-linear springs which 
have the mechanical model expressed by Equation (25)-(30) are used to represent the 
model. Figure 3.23(b) shows the stretch model of the weaving cell when the label 
fabric is stretched on the loom, while Figure 3.23(c) shows the relaxed model of the 
weaving cell after the fabric is removed from the loom. Based on these two models 
in Figure 3.23(b) and Figure 3.23(c), the deformation of warp yam in weaving 
process can then be investigated. 
3,2,2 Analysis of the Stretched Warp Threads during the Weaving 
Process 
Consider the equilibrium and geometry of the micro-weaving cell in Figure 3.23(b), 
the following equations can be derived: 
F = 丄 (31) 
cos a 
N :2Fs\na (32) 
tan a = — — - — 
〜 , 叫 (33) 
- ^ 
where, F is the tensile force of spring GO] or GO2, i.e. the tensile force of warp yam; 
the N is the compressive force of spring GH, i.e. the force acting on both warp and 
filling yams in their radius direction; and a is the angle between GO2 and O/O2, and 
S^ = O1O2 being the unit length of the cell, i.e. the reciprocal of density of weft 
yarns. 
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From Equations (31) and (32), the compressive force N can be expressed as: 
N = 2Pidina (34) 
For prescribed P’ 尺f and S^, solving Equations (33) and (34) gives N and a . Then 
the undeformed length of the section of warp yam OjCh, Lo，can be obtained using 
Equation (25): 
I = 4 込 ] 
= 續 叫 (35) 
2 A ) s i 請 （ Lo J 
where AQ is the cross-sectional area of the warp yam, L^ is the deformed unit length 
of the warp yam, which is equal to the sum of the length of spring GO^ and GO” i.e. 
K = 2 / . . 
3,2.3 Analysis of the Warp Threads during the Relaxing Process 
After the weaving process, the label is released from the jacquard loom. The 
mechanical model of relaxed warp and weft yam is shown in Figure 3.23(c). All the 
quantities and points in Figure 3.23(c), which correspond to the ones in Figure 
3.23(b), are denoted by letters with prime. Again consider the equilibrium and 
geometry of woven cell Oi'Ch’ in Figure 3.23(c), the following equations can be 
easily written out: 
0 二 “ 乙 。 ” ( 3 6 ) 
[ 0 




Solving (36) and (37) gives and a ' . Then, 
(38) 
Finally, we can get the deformed dimensions: the unit length , the length of the 
warp yam and angle a ' of the woven cell. 
3.3 Result of the Virtual Label Simulation 
With Equations (31) - (38) developed, we can predict the dimensions of the woven 
label after the weaving processes. Virtual 3D label models can also be generated 
using Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [36] based on the tension force 
applied in the loom and the label design pattern. Some simulation results are shown 
below. 
Consider the plain weave pattern, which is the simplest weave, for the simulation 
first. Figure 3.24 shows the matrix representation of a 6 x 6 plain weave fabric, 
where the value '-1' means that the weft yam is under the warp yam at that position, 
and the value of ‘1’ means that the warp yam is under the weft yam at that position. 
“ 1 1 � - r 
With this matrix, the computer can easily recognize the vectors - 1 and 1 
1 J [ - 1 
inside the matrix as the woven cell that we defined before and the upside-down 
version of the woven cell respectively (Figure 3.25). 
— 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - r 
m m m - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 
p g l g l j _ _ 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 
m m 1=^ - 1 1 - 1 1 - H 
mJSSHMM 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 
[ - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 
Figure 3.24 Matrix Representation of the Plain Weave Pattern 
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Figure 3.25 Relations between the Woven Cells and the Values inside the Matrices 
_ 1 ] � - 1— 
Since all the values of this 6x6matrix are in form of vectors — 1 and 1 , so this 
1 � [_- l 
6x6plain weave fabric can be built by combining the woven cells together. Assume 
that the fabric is made of polyester (PET) yams, with the stress-strain diagram shown 
in Figure 3.22(a), and the tension force that acting on one warp yam by the jacquard 
loom P is about 60g {0.58N). The original radii of the warp and weft yams Rw and Rf 
are 0.1mm’ and the spacing of between each warp thread on the loom Sw is 0.44mm. 
By considering the Equation (33) and (34)，and c^ =Cf - 0 . 8 , the following 
equations can be obtained: 
f 2 ( 0 . 1 严 0 . 1 严況） 
tan a = �� 
< 0.44 (39) 
TV = 2(0.58) tan a 
Solving Equation (39), we can get a ~ 28.61° and N ~ 0.63N . From Equation (35), 
we can solve for original length of the warp yam in a woven cell L � : 
0.63 0.44/cos28.61-Lo] (4。） 
2(0.1)2;rsin 28.61 - \ L � J 
LQ = 0,487mm (41) 
Finally, substitute L � ~ 0.487 into Equation (36) and solve the Equations (37) and 
(38), we can get all the deformed dimensions of the woven cell. The deformed length 
of the warp yam is: ~ 0.488mm , the deformed length of the woven cell is: 
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S\ ~ 0.40mm, the deformed radii of the warp and weft yams are: r^ 二 r^ ~ 0.01mm, 
and the angle a’ 二 34.95°. 
With these calculated dimensions, the 3D virtual model of the 6 x 6 plain weave 
fabric is built as shown in Figure 3.26(a). The length and width of the fabric is about 
2.40mm and 1.32mm (Figure 3.26b). Also, the thickness of the fabric is about 
0.42mm (Figure 3.26c). For a woven cell, the length and height is about OAmm and 
0.42mm, and the detailed dimensions of the yams are shown in Figure 3.26(d). 
% J -1 
< • M • 
1.32mm 0.42mm 
(a) (b) (c) 






Figure 3.26 Virtual Model of the 6x6 Plain Weave Fabric: 
(a) Top View, (b) Isometric View, (c) Side View of the Virtual Model, and 
(d) Zoom-in View of the Woven Cell 
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For the labels with plain weave background, the dimensions can be predicted by 
repeating the steps that we just did for the 6 x 6 plain weave fabric. If there is only 
one/two colored yam(s) added between each pair of adjacent background yams to 
make the text or logo in the label, the added yam will have little affect to the density 
of the background warp and weft yams. Therefore, the yams for text and logo can be 
ignored in calculating the dimensions of the label, and they can be inserted between 
the background yams in the 3D model later. An Example is shown below. 
H H n H n H B I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J H B W B P B 
• • • • • • mmmmiii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iP^ iiiiiiiiiiiii^ 
1' rnrn^^^BrniimmMmmmmm 1 , mm 
Figure 3.27 Computer Pattern File of a Plain Weave Label 
A computer pattern file of a label is designed as Figure 3.27. It is used to produce a 
label with a letter 'P' inside the circle and plain weaving background. Consider that 
this label is also made of polyester yams, with the stress-strain diagram shown in 
Figure 3.22(a), and the tension force that acting on one warp yam by the jacquard 
loom is about 60g (0.58N). The radii of the warp and weft yams for the background 
are 0.10mm and the radii of the weft yams for the logo are 0.15mm. We can then 
generate the virtual 3D label using VRML as shown in Figure 3.28. The virtual label 
is built according to the weave pattern assigned in the pattern file. It can be seen that 
the circular cross-section of the yams are deformed to ellipse. 
Figure 3.29(a) shows the top view of the virtual label. Compare it with the label 
product shown in Figure 3.29(b), we can see that the shape of the logo (the circle and 
the letter 'P') is quite similar. Consider the size of the circle, the height to width ratio 
is about 1:1.129 for the virtual label, and it is about 1:1.145 for the real label. The 
error for the prediction of dimensions of this virtual label is about 1.1%. For the 
geometry model of this label that without the deformation of yams, the height to 
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width ratio of the circle is about 1:1.032 and the error for the prediction of 
dimensions is about 9.9%. The error for the deformed model is much smaller than the 
undeformed geometry model. Therefore, the deformed model developed is more 
effective in predicting the dimensions of the label. 
Figure 3.28 Isometric View of the Virtual Label with the Pattern File Depicted in Figure 3.27 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.29 Comparisons between the Virtual Label and the Real Label: 
(a) Top View of the Virtual Label, and (b) Photo of the Top View of the Actual Label. 
Some examples of labels with different background weave patterns are shown below. 
Figure 3.30 shows an example of a care label with twill background, in which Figure 
3.30(a) is the weave pattern file of the virtual label shown in Figure 3.30(b). 
Moreover, Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 show a virtual label with satin background 
and sateen background respectively. Figure 3.33 shows a label with 4 different kinds 





Figure 3.30 Example of a Care Label with Twill Background 
(a) Label Pattern, and (b) Virtual Label. 
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Figure 3.31 Example of Label with Satin Background 





Figure 3.33 Example of Label with 4 kind of Colored Yarns 
(a) Label Pattern, and (b) Virtual Label. 
The time for creating these virtual labels is about 5-20 minutes depending on the 
yam numbers, the weave pattern and the complexity of the logos in the label. For a 
label with more yams, the generation time of the virtual label will increase as the 
virtual label is generated yam by yam. The weave pattern will also affect the 
generation time. For example, consider two labels with same size and same logo, the 
one with plain weave background will need a longer time to generate the virtual label 
than the one with other weave backgrounds. This is because the yams weave up and 
down more frequently in the plain weave label. Also, more complex the logo and text 
in the label, the more time needed for creating the virtual label. 
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With these virtual label simulations, the label design or the client can preview the 
shape of the pictures and letters in the labels based on the label patterns designed 
before the production begins. The label designer can modify the label patterns if the 
shape of the pictures and letters are not shown as same as the client's requirement. 
Time can be saved from making samples to check the design of the label. 
However, the simulation results of some labels cannot well predicted the dimensions 
of the texts and logos in the label. For the labels with logo of many colors like the 
one in Figure 3.1，different color yams need to weave together in a packed space. In 
these cases, it will cause the non-homogeneity of the micro-weaving structures, and 
the mechanical model that we defined has not taken this into account. Therefore, the 
simulation results are not so good. Further research can be done based on the weave 
model that we defined in this thesis, and taken into account other factors that will 
lead to the deformation of yams. 
Also, the labels with double layers or multiple layers have not been considered in this 
research. Actually, these labels have the similar woven cell as Figure 3.23, but there 
are 2 or more layers of woven cells lay together to form the multiple layers. 
Therefore there is an interaction between the woven cells in different layer and it 
need to be considered in the mechanical analysis. We can expand the woven cell with 
2 or more warp yams for further analysis as shown in Figure 3.34. 
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This thesis has described the details of the Expert Label Pattern Design System, and 
shown the label pattern modification results done by the VLabel software. Also, it 
has presented the study of the deformation of yams during the manufacturing process 
of woven labels, and the model of woven cell for the virtual label simulation. 
The Expert Label Pattern Design System developed is a frame-based expert system. 
It has been implemented in the VLabel software, and tested by our industrial sponsor. 
This expert system works well in modifying most of the commonly used label 
patterns, and drastically reduces the time for label pattern design. However, this version 
of the VLabel software only supports the single-face labels (including the single-face 
center-fold labels), which are used commonly by the garment industry. For further 
improvement of the system, some additional functions may need to be added for the 
operations of the double-face labels and other specially designed labels. 
For the virtual label simulation, the weaving process, including the formation of the 
fabric on the mill and the reformation after the fabric is taken off from the mill, can 
be modeled by a simple mechanical model of woven cell. The virtual label can be 
generated using VRML based on this mechanical model, and the modeling error is 
about 2%. Virtual labels with different background weave have been shown and this 
thesis studied only the labels with 4 or less colored yams. The other labels with more 
complicated and colorful logo, and labels with double and multiple layers will be 
investigated in the near future. 
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Appendix 1. Definition of Classes in Expert System 
Class: Container 
l i n t ] ID 
[Range] Width 
[Range] Height 
Class: Range [Position] position 
[float] max Class: Position 






— [int] y 
[CString] name ' 
[float] WeftDensity[3][10] 
[float] WarpDensity Class: FrameSide 
[Range] LeftMargin Superclass: Container Class FrameBox 
[Range] RightMargin [ C ^ - g ] _ _ _ Superclass: Container 
[Range] TopSeam [Range] LeftMargin ； ; ^ 
[Range] BottomSeam [Range] RightMargin — ^ r ^ 
I m t ] S i ^ [Range] TopMargin — — 
[CString] edge [Range] B o t t o m M ^ LastBoxDistance 
M fabric [int] AddLenMode NextBoxD.tance 
[FrameSide] Side[4] _ BoxNo 






[int] AlignRef ] 
[int] AlignOffset 
[int] LineSpacing 









[FrameText] Text[4] • 
[Position] position 
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int X； //x position of a point in the label (in pixel) 
int y; //v position of a point in the label (in pixel) 
}； 
Class for Positions of a Rectangle Area: 





Point LeftTop; //Position of the LeffTop point of the area 
Point RightBottom; //Position of the RighlBottom point of the area 
}； 






float max; //the maximum value 
float min; //the nnfummri value 
}； 
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Super Class for Container; 






//attributes in the container 
int ID; //container ID 
Range Width; //Width of the container 
Range Height; //Heigh t of the container 
Position position; //Positions of the container 
}； 
Class for Label Frame: 





//attributes in the "Label" Frame 
CString name; //Name of label 
float WeftDensity[3][10]; //Weft Density of the label 
float WarpDensity; //Warp Density of the label (in lines/cm) 
Range LeftMargin; //Length of the left margin of the label (in nun) 
Range RightMargin; //Length of the right margin of the label (in mm) 
Range TopSeam; //Top seam allowance of the label (in mm) 
Range BottomSeam; //Bottom seam allowance of the label (in mm) 
int SideNo; //Number of side in the label 
CString edge; //Edge type of the label 
int fabric; //Type of fabric pattern 
// 0 - IJnhiown 
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// 1 ~ Plain 
/ / 2 - Twill 
FrameSide Side[4]; //Array of Side Frame 
}； 
Class for Side Frame: 





//attributes in the "Side" Frame 
CString labelname; //Name of label 
Range LeftMargin; //Left Margin o f the side (in mm) 
Range RightMargin; //Right Margin of the side (in mm) 
Range TopMargin; ！ f l o p margin of the side (in mm) 
Range BottomMargin; //Bortoni margin of the side (in mm) 
int AddLenMode; //Mode of adding lengtli in a side: 
// / - add the length on top of the boxes 
/ / 2 - add the length below the boxes 
// 3 - add the length so that the boxes are in the 
// m iddle of the side 
int BoxNo; //Number of box in the side 
FrameBox Box[8]; //Array of Box Frame 
}； 
Class for Box Frame: 
class FrameBox : public Container 
{ 
public: 
FrameB ox 0; 
virtual �FrameB ox 0; 
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//attributes in the "Box" Frame 
CString name; //Name of box frame 
int SidelD; ////J of the side frame 
int type; //Type of content 
// I ~ text 
/ / 2 ~ graphic 
float LastBoxDi stance; //Distance between bottom of the last box and 
// its top line 
float NextB oxDi stance; //Distance between U,p of the next box and its 
// bottom line 
Textbox textbox; //Text box 
Graphic graphic; //Graphic box 
int modify; //Modified type 
// 0 ~ not modified 
// 1 - box properties modified 
}； 






//attributes in the textbox class 
int Alignment; //T^xf alignment in the box 
// 1 - center ali'^rimeni 
// 2 - left alignment 
// 3 - right alignment 
int AlignRef; /flexi ali'^nment reference 
// 1 - reference to the box area 
// 2 - reference to the label 
int AlignOffset; //Text (dignment offset value 
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// (for right/left alignment) 
int LineSpacing; //Line Spacing in the box 
int CharSpacing; //Character Spacing in the box 
CString Font; //Font type of characters in the box 
int MaxCharNo; //Maximum rnunher of characters in a text line 
int TextNo; //Number of text line in the box 
FrameText Text[20] ； //Array of text /ine 
}； 













//attributes in the "Text" Frame 
int ID; /ffexl ID in ike box frame 
int BoxK); "ID of the box frame 
RGBQUAD Color; /Hext color of the text line 
CString Content; //fexf content 
Position position; //position of the lextHne in the la hid 
}； 
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Appendix II. Publication List 
Conference Papers: 
1. Liu Chungyan, Zhang Yitong and R.Du, ”Modeling and Analysis of Weaving 
Labels”, Proceedings of the 7th ICFDM2006, International Conference on 
Frontiers of Design and Manufacturing, vol. 3, pp. 5-8, Guangzhou, China, June 
19-22, 2006. 
2. C.Y.Liu and R.Du, ” Frame-Based Expert System for Label Pattern Design", 
Proceedings of the 10th WSEAS International Conference on COMPUTERS, 
pp.795-799, Vouliagmeni, Athens, Greece, July 13-15, 2006. 
(Best Student Paper Award in the 10th WSEAS Int. Conf. on COMPUTER) 
Journal Paper: 
1. C.Y.Liu and R.Du, ”Expert Label Pattern Design System，,, WSEAS Transactions 
on Computers, issue 9, vol. 5, pp. 2077-2083, September 2006. 
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